
 
Audio Agreement Checklist (Updated October 2019) 

These issues need to be addressed whether you have licensed them to the Book Publisher 

and are negotiating audio rights within the publishing contract or you have retained audio 

rights and are negotiating a separate audio contract with the Audio Publisher. If you have 

retained audio rights, make sure the audio contract conforms with the terms of your book 

contract. 

1.  Grant of rights 

a. Specify territories and language. 

b. Specify materials granted, i.e. only material Author has control over (does 

Author control the cover and/or illustrations), including permissions. Do 

you want audio Publisher to use same cover as print edition? 

c. Method of audio distribution? e.g., books on tape, CDs, electronic audio 

download, streaming audio, audio book clubs, retail versus rental, 

library/school, and subscription vs. a la carte sales. 

d. Abridged and/or unabridged text. 

i. Does Author have approval regarding the abridged text? Please 

note, abridged is increasingly uncommon.  

ii. Does Author have approval over any additional material? 

e. Multi voice or single voice. 

f. Non dramatic only (dramatic can conflict with a grant of film rights) 

g. If there is a downloadable edition available, will there also be a hard copy?  

h. Require a time frame in which to release, e.g., not before print or British 

edition. 

2.  Term 

a. Term of the license—set period of time (“term of license”) or for the 

entire length of copyright (“term of copyright”). Please note most separate 

audio licenses are for term of license. 

i. A time-limited license may make more sense due to the 

changing market. 



 

ii. If you grant term of copyright, consider providing for 

reversion.  

b. Pay attention to the manner of renewal, i.e., automatic or opt in, as well as 

term of renewal. 

3.  Payment       

a. Advance for rights 

b. If Author is the reader for the audio book, is there an additional advance or 

a separate, non-recoupable fee? 

4.  Royalties  

a. Are they based on list price or net? If net, consider defining. 

b. Are they specified for each format, e.g., for tapes/CDs, audio downloads, 

audio book club sales, bundling with an electronic device, integrated into 

ebook edition (e.g. picture books)? Are they specified for each 

marketplace? 

c. Separate set of royalties if the author is the recording artist? 

d. If the Audio Publisher has a division that does rentals, does Author receive 

any share of the rental income? Library rentals or other rentals? If library 

rental income is included, is it simultaneous, multiple user access vs. one-

title/one user basis? 

e. Omnibus royalties? 

f. If granting World English rights, clarify North American and British 

Commonwealth royalties vs. export royalties. 

g. No reduced royalties on downloadable edition, even for export sale. 

h. Right to renegotiate digital royalties, should the market change. 

i. Reserve for returns. Consider asking for no reserves for digital sales. 

5.  Licenses 

a. What rights can the Audio Publisher sublicense? 

b. Does Author have consultation or approval over sublicenses? 

c. Splits of sublicense income. 

d. Can the Author get copies of the sublicense contracts, statements and 

editions upon request? 

e. Consider asking for a flow-through provision. 

6.  Additional approvals 

a. Does Author have approval or consultation regarding the reader of the 

text?  

b. Will Author be given the opportunity to review more than one narrator 

audition or sample? 



 

c. Consider providing opportunity for Author to read the text, but not the 

obligation of the Publisher. 

i. For contracts solely dealing with an Author's performance as the 

audiobook narrator, if the Audio Publisher is the same as the Book 

Publisher, consider whether it's clear that approvals and 

consultations language in the narrator agreement only apply to the 

Author's role as performer, and do not impact the approvals and 

consultations agreed to in the underlying book contract. 

d. Does Author get consultation or approval over the cover art, cover copy, 

and catalog copy if different from the physical edition? 

e. Does Author have approval over the use of Author’s name, photograph, 

and biographical information, if different from the physical edition? 

f. Consider asking for an opt-out on bundling, or approval if the Publisher 

insists. Does Author have approval over synching to text? Does publishing 

agreement permit text-to-sound functionality in its ebook edition of the 

work?  Is sound-to-text functionality permitted to the Audio Publisher or 

the eBook Publisher? Be mindful that while the Publisher may not 

authorize such functionality, it may be integrated in a third-party retailer’s 

digital formatting. 

7.  Reversion 

a. If the audio is a separate contract from the book contract 

i. Should any of the rights go unexercised can Author request their 

reversion (such as unabridged if only abridged is used)?   

ii. Is there an out-of-print threshold? It should be as detailed as in a 

standard publishing contract. 

iii. Is there an obligation to publish within a certain time 

period? (Consider asking for a reversion contingent on failure to 

publish within a time frame tied to delivery of the manuscript or 

publication of the physical book.) 

b. If the audio rights are granted to the Book Publisher 

i. Consider asking for a two-tiered reversion: 1) a time period in 

which the Publisher must notify the Author that the publisher will 

exercise the audio rights; and/or 2) a reversion if the Publisher fails 

to publish the audio edition within a certain time after delivery of 

the manuscript to the Audio Publisher or after publication of the 

book. 

ii. Consider excluding audio from the definition of the book being in 

print. 

iii. Is there an out-of-print threshold for the audio edition? 

8.  Accounting, Default, Audit 



 

9.  Author credit.  Does the agent want an “arranged by” credit? 

10.  Author and agent copies of all editions including a free download. Author copies sent 

directly to author? 

11.  Reservation of rights 

a. General reservation of rights 

b. Is there anything within the audio contract or audio provision of the 

book publishing contract that will conflict with the Author’s ability to 

grant dramatic rights to the Work? 

12.  Representations and indemnities 

a.  Do Author’s representations and indemnities extend only to material 

supplied by Author? 

b. Cross indemnification by Audio Publisher to Author for any material in 

audio edition not provided by Author. 

13.  Option clause: Many audio publishers will request an option for the next work. 

Consider deleting this clause or severely limiting it. 

14.  Non-compete clause: Consider deleting any clause that restricts Author from 

licensing the audio rights to another work by Author. Alternatively, consider limiting the 

period of time and the specific type/ genre of work covered under this clause.  

15.  Downloadable Protection 

a. Will the audio downloadable edition have digital rights management 

(DRM) or some kind of watermarking? Note the use of DRM is no longer 

widespread. 

b. Will Publisher monitor for any kind of infringement? 

c. Should Author or Publisher become aware of an infringement, will 

Publisher have the infringed edition removed? 

16. Consider adding other standard contract provisions, such as assignment, choice of 

law/forum, notices, force majeure, agency clause, bankruptcy, and no advertising. 
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